Chinese and Hong Kong companies have acquired or made investments in companies with significant compliance issues that were:

- **66%** of Chinese and Hong Kong compliance leaders feel stretched by their company’s attempts to expand into new markets and adopt new business models.

- **76%** of Chinese and Hong Kong general managers encourage employees to apply their own moral compass to compliance decisions rather than relying on static policies and procedures.

- **46%** of Chinese and Hong Kong respondents are aware of compliance issues that have yet to be discovered by a regulator.

- **64%** of Chinese and Hong Kong compliance heads say compliance standards vary widely across different countries or locations.

- Respondents in China and Hong Kong were more joined-up than their global peers, however, collaboration is still a problem: **34%** say their organization is either very or somewhat siloed.

- Chinese and Hong Kong companies play a more active role in overseeing third parties, but risk exposure is still high: **37%** rely on supply chains to police themselves.
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